
with the potential surge in smokers.  “If 
we ignore it, it sets a precedent that 
might lead to other states passing laws 
similar to these,” said one anonymous 
DEA official.  “We don’t need a nation 
full of grass junkies, toking up constantly, 
polluting the air, eating all the food!  We 
could soon see a food shortage in 
America the likes of which we’ve never 
known!  The problem is, we just don’t 
have enough agents to go in and en-
force this; they’re mostly busy in Mexico, 
warring with cocaine cartels.  What are 

In a stunning turn of events, voters in 
two states have decided to legalize 
marijuana for recreational use.  Colorado 
and Washington residents decided that 
enough was enough, and it was time for 
their favorite pastime to become legal.  
Police across the states are rejoicing, as 
a major burden of enforcement is off of 
their backs.  

Under the new laws, potheads are 
allowed up to 1 ounce of weed on 
their possession, for personal use.  Pot 
dispensaries will also spring up, creating 
easy purchase through drive-thru win-
dows.  These dispensaries will be taxed, 
helping to create revenue for the states.  
Some fast food chains are also already 
toying with including small doses of Kush 
with meals, to increase sales.  

The sponsor of the Washington version of 
the law, Mary Jane Green, was overjoyed 
by the news.  “I mean, we’re not hurting 
anyone or anything man.  It’s just…chill.  
Totally far-out that people went for it, 
now we can all celebrate and be more 
at peace and things.  Hey, can you pass 
the Funyuns?”

The federal government, which still out-
laws dope, is at a loss with how to deal 

Drive safely, young ‘uns.
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by Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

New Laws Encourage Drug Use
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Any man who reads too much 
and uses his own brain too little 
falls into lazy habits of thinking.

-Albert Einstein
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Rage Comics 
Give Positive 

Results
by Sam Schall ~ Daily Bull

Throughout the stupidity of 
the internet, there have been 
some ridiculous things that 
stick with us and give us posi-
tive feelings all round.  Some 
are so disturbing and odd 
that we can’t help but go 
look them up and see how 
truly true they are.  Let us view 
today’s example: 

Rage comics saving a life. 

It sounds as ridiculous as a 
man killing a bear with a stick 
and his bare hands, but it’s 
just as true.  Let’s go back 
to the beginning where a 
man and his ex-girlfriend’s 
forgotten pregnancy test first 
noticed each other, both left 
behind with each other and 
no reason to be used again.  
So the now girlfriend-less 
man decided to take the 
pregnancy test for shits and 
giggles.  And guess what? 
It came out positive.  Finding 
this hilarious, the man’s friend 



we supposed to do, go and arrest entire states?” 

Surprisingly, some of the biggest opponents of the laws were the owners of 
several private prisons, whose businesses will see a drastic decline due to the 
vote.  Many of the inmates around the country are in for drug-related crimes, 
and any attempts to decriminalize the herb will decrease convicts, which causes 
the prisons to take a serious hit to their bottom lines.  However, the opposite 
was true with many influential hip-hop moguls, who poured millions of dollars 
into pro-law ads.  Big Daddie G-Nizzle, a platinum artist, told the Bull, “Shiz, we 
def want people to make smoking the chronic legal, then we can sing about 
it more, and be in touch wid a bigger audience, ya dig?”

In economic news, stocks for Taco Bell, Doritos, and Hot Pockets have all 
gone to record highs, as the demand for their products is expected to grow 
exponentially in the affected states.

made a Rage comic about his positive pregnancy test and posted it to Reddit’s 
always lovely and knowledgeable community.  The resourcefulness of the usual 
internet lurkers warned the man and he was quickly advised to go to a doctor 
and get himself checked out for cancer, specifically of the testicles. 

Come to find out, there was a mass in there.  Is it a girl?  Or a boy?  Nope.  
Neither.  The cancerous kind of mass, in his right ball, tiny but there.  The test 
detects the beta human chorionic gonadotropin, a sign that a girl is preggers, 
but apparently is also a sign of testicular cancer in some patients.  Who knew? 

So, does this mean that men should start taking scheduled pregnancy tests to 
test for signs of testicular cancer?  Would that make pregnancy tests something 
to be respected and researched more?  Who knows, maybe the future will 
tell...  And maybe we will get a sudden string of single men buying pregnancy 
tests just to pee on them and see if they have cancer too. 

Hey, either way, cancer awareness.  Yay!  And that’s always good.
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While many had written Mother Nature off as 
just a tease, she finally showed everyone the goods 
yesterday with the first real snowfall of the season!
A tender embrace was shared in the MUB as two se-
niors  looked up from their work 
and realized that their final Hough-
ton winter was upon them at last.

News In Briefs by Cameron Long 
~ Daily Bull


